Discover The Recording Artist in YOU!
In 2000 I set out to record my first solo piano album. I had written a dozen songs and the bulk of my playing time to
that point was on a digital piano. Living in Seattle, I found the studio that David Lanz, Michael Gettel, and a number
of other Narada recording artists had used. I booked an 8 hour session on their famous piano. I showed up early
and they kindly allowed me to warm up for a while… that was a nice touch! A lot of studios start the clock the
minute you sit down at the piano. I struggled fiercely that day. The piano was so much “more” than I was used to.
The overall volume, the harmonics, the overtones…. I became gun-shy and was playing as softly as I could. The
engineer noticed this and put me under headphones with the volume down. This helped a bit, but I was already
morally beaten as my music was sounding nothing like how I dreamed it would, no fault of the studio… I managed
to get through each song, took my reference CD home, listened to about 20 minutes of it, shut it off, and
completely fell apart. What a draining experience, that I was totally unprepared for.
The next day I went down to the local piano store and rented a nice 48” acoustic upright. It was all uphill from
there! After 6 months of meticulous practicing and “scratch” recording to my analog reel to reel, I found a 6’6”
grand that inspired me. I rented it for two weeks, crammed it into my basement and recorded the album myself.
While I still sometimes cringe today when I hear these recordings, it was light years better than what I had
accomplished at the big time studio simply because I had refined my touch and was able to play with some
emotion, not fear and despair.
Here are some very important factors to consider when deciding if you are really ready to record your solo piano
album. It’s a lot of info, compiled from my experience recording 10 of my own albums and over 200 solo piano
albums for other artists at my Piano Haven Recording Studio. Take some time to absorb and re-read this a few
times. Start with one aspect, get a firm grip on it, then move on to another. It would be quite overwhelming to
attempt to master all of these aspects at the same time. If you think you can, by all means… go for it! Remember,
recording your music is an art-form in itself, hence the term “recording artist”. There are so many unique factors to
be aware of while recording that you may not be aware. So, lets begin....
From digital to acoustic – this is a tough transition for anyone. I am not knocking digital pianos in any way, they are
wonderful tools, I have three of them in my home! I hope you are at least playing an 88 key weighted keyboard
with graded action (heavier keys to bass, lighter keys to the treble). You can pick up a very nice one for well under a
grand these days. Digitals are perfect for late night playing under the headphones, perfect for dragging to a gig,

perfect for sitting down at when you hear a melody in your head, perfect for throwing in the back of the car and
taking with you on vacation. However, it's NOT perfect for spending all of your playing time at when you plan to
record on an acoustic. In comparison, digitals are sterile and seriously lack the dynamics of any acoustic. They are
typically played at a much lower volume than an acoustic would be heard at. You have to really lay into a digital to
get a “full” sounding tone. In my experience, almost every digital player sits at the Shigeru Kawai grand in my studio
the first time and either plays it as softly as possible or lays into it so heavy that their music sounds harsh and
brittle. It is very difficult for these folks to find and settle into the sweet spot on the piano, and play with smooth
dynamics. For artists that are overwhelmed by the power and volume of the grand, I often put them under a pair of
high end noise-cancelling headphones. They block out the room sound and I set the piano volume pretty low so
that they don’t hold back. This can be VERY effective! The pedal is another big issue. On a digital you can stomp on
it and never hear it. Try that on an acoustic in the studio and it all gets recorded. There’s no hiding it. Even when
you let off the pedal, there's an audible “thump” as the pedal hits the top of the assembly resonating all the way
through the soundboard. The pedal on an acoustic needs to be ridden gently with consistent pressure from your
foot, never stomping down, and never letting all the way up. This requires practice, you don’t want to have to be
thinking of this as you are recording. If you don’t have an acoustic and it simply is not an option, find one you can
play on. Most churches have grands, piano stores my rent you time at a grand for very cheap…. schools,
auditoriums, performing arts centers have grands too. Put a big effort into getting alot of time on an acoustic.
Left hand / right hand balance you know your melody… you sing it along in your head as you play, and as you
listen to your song recording. Your listener does not know your melody upon first listen. You have to translate this
in such a fashion that it is incredibly clear to the listener. I was fortunate enough to have a sit-down session with
renowned composer Kevin Kern in 2012. He sat with me at my piano for several hours listening to my music and
helping me make the music translate better to the listener. Kevin is the master of melody, and his melodies sing
way above the left hand accompaniment. He literally beat this into my brain and it was the single greatest lesson I
learned about being a recording artist. He stood over me as I played and relentlessly kept telling me to quiet my
left and and bring out my right hand melodies. Frustrating at first, I started dialing it in and after a while I started to
hear and feel the difference. It took a lot of practice to get to the place I wanted to be at, and I still catch myself
being “left hand heavy” at times, but I am all over it! Pay closest attention the left hand pinky which often hits the
downbeat much harder than necessary ringing thru the whole phrase masking your beautiful melody.
Emotion and dynamics – many first time artists come into the studio simply hoping to play their song without
making a mistake. I know that was my mindset when I recorded my first album. This can result in a sterile
performance, lacking emotion, space and dynamics. Go to the place in your head that inspired the song you are
about to play. I mean, REALLY GO THERE! Take 20-30 seconds of quiet, or however long it takes, to get there before
hitting the first note. Allow the music to expressively build in sections, like riding long, slow (or fast) big waves.
These expressive dynamic changes really rope the listener in. My good friend and fellow solo piano artist Doug
Hammer taught me about tension and resolve. Hanging on the end of a phrase with a chord that feels unresolved,
then leaving some space (air), and then resolving it. Leave the listener hanging, then pick them up. Take a moment
to check out Doug’s song “Travels”. Do what you can to keep your mind focused on the inspiration all the while.
You can practice this all at home!
Breathing – make sure you take continuous long/deep breaths while playing. Years ago, I realized I was pretty
much holding my breath as long as I could to get thru a section (awful habit), then taking a loud gasp between
phrases. Not only were these gasps audible in the recording, it was a terrible way to play. You need oxygen to peak
perform. All of your muscles tighten when you hold your breath. This affects your touch and control on the piano in
a profoundly negative way. Take an objective look at your breathing when you play. My good friend and fellow
composer Chad Lawson taught me how he plays so controlled with such a remarkably soft touch. He relaxes every

muscle in his arms and hands as he plays. I made a conscious effort to try this and immediately felt as though I had
better control of my touch. Try it, it might blow you away!
Extraneous noises – let’s talk about “hammer drops”. You probably don’t notice them, especially if you play a
digital, but on an acoustic piano, after you depress the key, you let go. The hammer falls back into a resting
position, making a (hopefully) very subtle “thunk” sound. This sound gets recorded. Now some of this sound is
unavoidable, but just slightly riding the key back up with your fingers can alleviate most of this noise. It is
especially evident if you are playing very softly, or with both hands in the upper registers. The falling/landing noise
is low frequency and can really impact the recording. I have learned to tame these drops, and a handful of players I
know have mastered this to perfection. If you were classically trained, you may very well have what I call “dancie
hands”, the hands flying gracefully upwards after releasing the keys. It makes for added beauty when performing,
and helps an artist express emotion. But those hammers fall loudly back into place. You won’t likely notice the
hammer drops when watching a performance as the sound of the piano drowns them out as it travels across a
room, but with a close mic’d piano in a quiet environment, they are there. Now in the studio, I can remove about
95% of these noises without affecting the piano sound at all. The problem is, it takes time. Each one has to be
removed one at a time. I recently mastered an album that had upwards of 100 very audible hammer drops in EACH
SONG! Nine hours of work later, they were erased. An artist that has this pretty well under control can still expect
about 1-2 hours of this work in mastering. Back to the sustain pedal briefly, it’s the same concept. We can remove
pedal thumps without affecting the piano sound, it is just time consuming and can raise your mastering costs
significantly.
Editing – it’s not voodoo, everyone does it, and don’t buy into the myth that you should come into the studio and
nail all of your songs perfectly in one take. It’s NOT going to happen that way and it’s quite OK. You can play your
song, fix your mistakes as you go having your engineer edit out the “ooopsies” after you make it to the end. You
can also record your song all the way through, then go back and “punch in”, fixing sections with mistakes after the
matter. Another option is to record a number of full takes of each song, pick the best of those takes to use as the
“working” track, and pull sections from other takes to fill in the weak areas of “working” take. Ideally, your tempo
and touch will be consistent and match from take to take to make this approach work. So, you have several
different approaches you can take to getting the best of your best. Some studios will not do editing during your
recording session. They will make you book a separate editing session often weeks after. You may not find out until
after the editing session that an edit or two won’t work for some reason, and you then have to book another
recording session. A waste of time and money…. Don’t go to these studios.
In conclusion, be as prepared as you can…. Go into the studio with a positive attitude and let that vibe shine
through in your music. You will continue to improve from album to album. Love, appreciate and respect “where
you are at” at each phase of your development. Don’t compare yourself to other artists. Develop your own special
sound and compose/record your music for one reason, because you love to! Whether you record at Piano Haven or
any other studio out there, take these tips to heart and give yourself a chance to have great sessions and make
great memories!

